Operating Instructions for Shake Awake

KEY FUNCTIONS:

- Selects Vibrating Alarm
- Selects Audible Alarm
- Stop Alarm + Illuminate Display
- Snooze Alarm
- Lock (disables all "Set" buttons)
- Set Time
- Set Alarm

1. TO SET TIME

Slide SET switch to " ». Press HOUR/MINUTE to actual time. If your shake awake has an AM/PM display, " PM " indicator will appear when afternoon hours are in effect. After setting slide switch to " (LOCK).

2. TO SET ALARM

Slide SET switch to " (AL) appears on display. Press HOUR/MINUTE continuously until desired alarm time appears. After setting slide switch to " (LOCK).

3. TO ACTIVATE ALARM

Choose VIBRATING " or AUDIBLE " alarm. " will appear on display. When alarm activates slide ALARM switch to " to disable alarm or press " to stop alarm. (" will still appear and alarm will repeat every 24 hours.)

4. TO ACTIVATE ALARM WITH SNOOZE FUNCTION (ZZZ)

Slide SET switch to " . Press HOUR/MINUTE continuously until desired alarm time appears. Slide SET switch to " position. (ZZZ) will appear on display. Choose VIBRATING " or AUDIBLE alarm " . When SNOOZE alarm activates press " to stop. " ZZZ " will flash continuously and alarm will repeat every 8 minutes. To disable SNOOZE alarm return SET switch to " position. (ZZZ) will disappear from display.

(Note: To have SNOOZE alarm repeat every 8 minutes you must disable alarm within 1 minute from start. Flashing (ZZZ) on the display indicates SNOOZE alarm is still activated.)

REMINDER:

" shake awake " requires 1 AAA and 2 x AA batteries. Replace AA batteries when vibrating motor becomes weak. When display becomes dim replace AAA battery.